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About This Game

Immerse Creator is a collaborative VR environment where you can create 3D models, architectural spaces, free-form sketches,
leave notes, and access a library of high quality assets. While our goal is to introduce increasingly sophisticated 3D modeling

tools, Immerse Creator is initially releasing with a very simple and easy to learn 3D sketching system.

We will soon be launching mulit-player mode, which will open the door to a whole new world of collaborative creativity.
Subscribers to multi-player will be given a private passcode to their scene, similar to a conference call dial-in, which they can

share with others they wish to join them.

A non-VR 'viewer' mode will also be distributed for free, which will enable those without a VR headset to explore Immerse
scenes.
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immerse creator. immerse creator vr

My initial impression is mixed. I really want to like this game. It is a very interesting and unique idea. The graphics and music
are appealing. But there are two very serious problems, either one of which would mean that I cannot recommend this game.

1. For a game that advertises as being "hard-core", and "you will die all the time", the restarts are TOO SLOW. This is cardinal
sin number one for this type of game. I don't want to listen to a sound effect and wait for a full second of black screen to try
again.

2. For a game with a time goal on every level (and from what I'ven seen so far, generally very tight), there absolutely needs to be
a single button to press to restart the level. Instantly (see point 1 above). May I suggest the Select button? Worse than this, how
can it possibly be the case that there isn't even a "Restart" option in the pause menu? Who possibly thought this was a good
idea? From what I can tell, the only way to restart the level is to (a) find a way to die (see point 1 above), or (b) open the menu,
exit the level, confirm the dialog that pops up, and select the level again. We're talking approximately 10 seconds here. Each
time you want to start again.. Pleasant but challenging puzzle game with cute little bugs, what more do you need. :-). I love this
route. It's a tad short, but nicely detailed. Plenty of stations and urban railroad make the 80km\/h line speed feel actually pretty
fast. Both the 103 and 105 EMUs can be driven by the player, but they're very similar. Easy to control, only the brakes are very
sensitive. Scenarios have in-train voice announcements, but not in Quick Drive. There's a reverse point in Takada (works in
Quick Drive). Route is mostly single track, with only multiple tracks at stations. No AI traffic in Quick Drive.

And the best thing is, IT'S IN JAPAN! A nice change from the usual European and American landscape. Looks a lot better than
the Chinese routes too.. I have played alot of early access Vive games in the last few days. This is one of the best hands down. It
includes multiplayer which is awesome(although given the current market penetration of these devices, I've never seen more
than a couple of people in a game at a time). However, it is fast paced, realistic and fun. It is in the same vein as the Mount and
Blade series if that were boiled down to an arcade medieval combat sim. Must buy for those early adopters of the vive.. For the
price of a couple of turns of an on-rail shooter in the arcade, you can buy one.

Loads of fun and very competitive.. Fun gameplay with beautiful graphics, brought down by absoutely ear-gradding voice
acting. Play with the sound off.
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Wow, this is a new level of obtuse weirdness. But it's quite enjoyable if you like pure exploration and discovery.. A spiritual
sequel to Nifflas' classic Within a Deep Forest. It nails the atmosphere and grand sense of exploration, and the character
upgrades are just as interesting to mess around with. I felt like I was playing an official follow-up. The puzzles are fairly easy to
solve, the challenge lies in implementing them.

If you're not familiar with WaDF, think metroidvania with an upgradeable main character. You explore different themed world,
pick up items that let you transform into different elemental balls, then use those abilities to explore even further.

I'm normally not one for tough action games, but this was fantastic. Simple concept, well-executed. Would absolutely grab DLC
or anything related in the future.. What an amazing series. I was really happy with it and the ending is really nice; sometimes I
feel a lack of closure or unhappy with how things with the characters work out in a game like this. Not the case with the ending
here. Just go ahead and get the whole set.. Only ever buy if you are playing co-op. And be prepared for a lot of bugs.

But enjoy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing riding the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing walls in your
mother\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in motorbike then turbo-ing up the ceiling through the sky and far beyond the reaches of any
true man.. The developer called me an idiot buy this game.. This is a really good game.I would highly recommend it.. This game
taught me how to be a baller. I expected freedom not microtransaction.. I'm obviously an outlier regarding Rusty Lake: Roots. It
has overwhelmingly positive reviews, and well... I honestly didn't like it that much. For starters, there are a few things I did find
decent. Namely the presentation and tone. I liked the creepy, weird♥♥♥♥♥♥going on in some of the puzzles. The UI is simple
and easy to use.

Now for the less good stuff: the game. I've played a lot of point and click adventure games. Some being the most enjoyable and
memorable experiences with gaming. I've also played a number of them which I found frustrating, obtuse and finicky. Rusty
Lake: Roots is unfortunately one of those games. It's not consistently off-putting but when it is, it really is.

Probably the most off-putting part is that most of the puzzles operate on an "escape room" kind of basis. You click around
trying to find whatever is available as a clue or an object and get started from there. Sometimes it's obvious where to start and
sometimes you're like "okay, I'll just try this". Good puzzle games have a sense of flow to them. A vague but purposeful
direction. Rusty Lake: Roots really felt lacking in that department for me.

There were clever puzzles, sure. Some puzzles I was like "yep, awesome... solved that. Solved that. We're going good". Others I
was like "what the ♥♥♥♥ am I missing here?". Oh I'm meant to drag this. That's it. I just had to drag something. Another
puzzle I knew how to solve but I wasn't doing it in the order that the game wanted me to start in. It was kind of a jigsaw puzzle
sort of thing. I had to start from the one "bottom" piece of the statue.

These relatively minor things really impact the flow and direction of a puzzle game for me. It makes me feel like I'm wrong and
stupid but not because the game is challenging. Not because a really good puzzle has me stumped and the clues finally click and
I'm like "Oooohhh". But because the interactions are awkward.

Plenty of people obviously like Rusty Lake games so hey, your mileage may vary. If you're put off by point and click adventure
games like what I'm describing, I can recommend Fran Bow which has a very similar atmosphere and doesn't feel anywhere
near as awkward and frustrating as Rusty Lake.. I like it and I complety made all throught. Is there any more update? thanks,
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